MAJOR PROGRAMS
ACTG – Acting [BA]
AFST – Africana Studies [BA]
AMST – American Studies [BA]
ANCs – Ancient Studies [BA]
ANTH – Cultural Anthropology [BA]
ASIA – Asian Studies [BA]
BINF – Bioinformatics [BS]
BIOC – Biochemistry & Molecular Biology [BS]
BIOE – Biology Education [BA]
BIOI – Biological Sciences [BA] or [BS]
BTA – Business Technology Administration [BA]
CENG – Chemical Engineering [BS]
CHEM – Chemistry & Biochemistry [BA] or [BS]
CMPE – Computer Engineering [BS]
CMSC – Computer Science [BS]
DANC – Dance [BA]
DSGN – Design [BFA]
ECON – Economics [BA]
EHS – Emergency Health Services [BS]
EMERGENCY HEALTH SERVICES TRACKS:
EMSGT – Management
PARA – Paramedic
ENSC – Environmental Science [BS]
ENGL – English [BA]
ENGLISH TRACKS:
CT – Communication & Technology
LI – Literature
ENVS – Environmental Studies [BA]
FIEC – Financial Economics [BS]
GEOG – Geography [BA] or [BS]
GLBL – Global Studies [BA]
GLOBAL STUDIES TRACKS:
CG – Comparative Global Studies
DH – Developmental Health & Environment
IA – International Affairs
GWST – Gender and Women’s Studies [BA]
HAPP – Health Administration & Public Policy [BA]
HIST – History [BA]
IFSM – Information Systems [BS]
INDS – Interdisciplinary Studies [BA] or [BS]
MATH – Mathematics [BA] or [BS]
MAGS – Management of Aging Services [BA]
MCS – Media & Communication Studies [BA]
MLL – Modern Languages and Linguistics [BA]
MLL TRACKS:
FR – French
GR – German
LC – Language and Cultural Studies
LG – Linguistics
RU – Russian
SP – Spanish
MUSC – Music [BA]
MUSIC TRACKS:
VP – Vocal Performance
IP – Instrument Performance
CO – Composition
JA – Jazz
PM – Performance/ Musicology
ED – Music Education
MT – Music Technology
MUTC – Music Technology [BA]
MUME – Music Education [BA]
TRACKS:
MEIN Instrumental
MUCH Choral
MUSP – Music Performance [BA]
TRACKS
MUPI Instrumental
MUPV Vocal
MUSI – Jazz Studies [BA]
MUCO – Music Composition [BA]
PHIL – Philosophy [BA]
PHYS – Physics [BS]
PHE – Physics Education [BA]
POLI – Political Science [BA]
PSY – Psychology [BA] or [BS]
SOCY – Sociology [BA]
STAT – Statistics [BS]
STATISTICS TRACKS:
APST – Applied Statistics
MAST – Mathematical Statistics
THTR – Theatre [BA]
THEATRE TRACKS:
DP – Design Production
TS – Theater Studies
VAAV – Visual Arts [BA]
VISUAL ARTS [BA] TRACKS:
AI – Animation/Interactive Media
AR – Art History
FV – Cinematic Arts
GR – Graphic Design
PH – Photography
PR – Print Media
VAAV – Visual Arts [BFA]
VISUAL ARTS [BFA] TRACKS:
AI – Animation/Interactive Media
FV – Film and Video
IM – Intermedia
PH – Photography
PR – Print Media
MINOR PROGRAMS
ASFT – Africana Studies
AMST – American Studies
ANCs – Ancient Studies
ANTH – Anthropology
APPO – Applied Politics
ARHI – Art History
ASIA – Asian Studies
ASTR – Astronomy
BINF – Bioinformatics & Computational Biology
BIOL – Biological Sciences
BIOM – Biomathematics
BIOQ – Quantitative Biology
CHEM – Chemistry
CMSC – Computer Science
CSST – Critical Sexuality Studies
DANC – Dance
ECON – Economics
EGEO – Environmental Geography
EHS – Emergency Health Services
ENST – English Studies
ENTR – Entrepreneurship & Innovation
GEOG – Geography
GWST – Gender & Women’s Studies
HIST – History
IFSM – Information Systems
INEC – International Economics
INTL – International Affairs
JDST – Judaic Studies
LING – Linguistics
LITR – Literature
LPOL – Legal Policy
MAGS – Management of Aging Services
MATH – Mathematics
MEMS – Medieval & Early Modern Studies
MLL – Modern Language & Linguistics